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Children's Catalog Jun 24 2019 The 1st ed.
includes an index to v. 28-36 of St. Nicholas.
Genealogies Cataloged by the Library of
Congress Since 1986 Aug 26 2019 The
bibliographic holdings of family histories at the
Library of Congress. Entries are arranged
alphabetically of the works of those involved in
Genealogy and also items available through the
Library of Congress.
Lemaster Family, United States of America,
1960 Jul 26 2019
Catalogue of Copyright Entries Jul 18 2021
The Washingtons. General Index, L-Z Mar
02 2020 Published in two parts, the General
Index of all Washington descendants and their
spouses completes a ten-volume history that
traces the “Presidential Line” of the
Washington family in America. Volume one
began with the immigrant John Washington
who settled in Westmoreland County, Va., in
1657, married Anne Pope, and became the
great-grandfather of President George
Washington. It contained the record of their
descendants for a total of seven generations.
Subsequent volumes two through eight
continued this family history for an additional
eight generations, also highlighting most
notable members (volume two) and tracing
lines of descent from the royalty and nobility of
England and continental Europe (volume
three). Volume nine treated in detail the
recently discovered line of William Wright (died
in Franklin County, Va., ca. 1809). It also
provided briefer accounts of five other
Southern Wright families that have often been
mentioned by researchers as close kinsmen of
George Washington. ADVANCE PRAISE “At
long last the Washingtons have a published
history worthy of their place in history. Glenn
has done a masterful job. . . . I am convinced
that his work will be of wide interest to
historians and academics as well as members of
the Washington family itself. Although the
surname Washington is perhaps the best known
in American history and much has been written
about the Washington family for well over a
century, it is surprising that no comprehensive
family history has been published. Justin M.
Glenn’s The Washingtons: A Family History
finally fills this void for the branch to which
General and President George Washington
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belonged, identifying some 63,000 descendants.
This is truly a family history, not a mere
tabulation of names and dates, providing
biographical accounts of many of the
descendants of John Washington who settled in
Westmoreland County, Virginia, in 1657.” —
John Frederick Dorman, editor of The Virginia
Genealogist (1957-2006) and author of
Adventurers of Purse and Person “Decades of
reviewing Civil War books have left me
surprised and delighted when someone applies
exhaustive diligence to a topic not readily
accessible. Dr. Glenn surely meets that
standard with the meticulous research that
unveils the Washington family in gratifying
detail—many of them Confederates of interest
and importance.” — Robert K. Krick, author of
The Smoothbore Volley that Doomed the
Confederacy and Stonewall Jackson at Cedar
Mountain
Merchant Vessels of the United States Aug
19 2021
Register - University of California Nov 21 2021
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956
Imprints Dec 31 2019
A Valentine Fantasy Aug 31 2022 Billedbog i
farver om hvordan st. Valentins dag opstod, og
hvorledes hjertet blev dens symbol
Break the Glass Oct 28 2019 "[Valentine's]
minimalist, elided style is like the quiet
concentration of a bank robber trying to crack a
safe." --Publishers Weekly
Deadly Valentine Apr 26 2022 Mystery
bookstore owner Annie Laurance didn't really
want to go to her neighbor's Valentine Day
masked ball -- particularly not after the
voluptuous brunette made a pass at Annie's
husband, Max. So when her dizzy mother-inlaw, Laurel, made a surprise visit to Broward's
Rock Island, Annie thought it would be a
perfect excuse to skip the party. She should
have known better: True to form, Laurel
accepted the invitation for all three of them.
But the biggest surprise of all came at the
party's end, when Annie found the amorous
hostess in the gazebo--murdered.
Yorkshire Journal Aug 07 2020
Prugh Genealogy, 1705-1973 Oct 21 2021
"Conrad is said to have been the only child of
Jacob Bruch, who arrived from Europe at
Philadelphia between 1720 and 1725 ... Conrad
was born November 29, 1742" at Trappe,

Pennsylvania. "Conrad Prugh's name was really
Conrad Bruch."
The Universe Is Expanding and So Am I Jun 28
2022 "[Mackler's] teens feel lived in to me-smart, observant, but realistic in terms of their
insecurities and limitations. I particularly
appreciate the candid and non-judgmental way
she depicts teen sensuality and female desire . .
. Much to discuss here in the age of #metoo." -Gabrielle Zevin, New York Times bestselling
author From Carolyn Mackler, author of the
Printz Honor-winning The Earth, My Butt, and
Other Big Round Things, comes a story of what
happens when the "happily ever after" turns out
to be less than perfect. It's been five months
since sixteen-year-old Virginia Shreves thought
her life was finally back on course: she has
come to terms with who she is both inside and
out, and she's even started to rebuild her
relationship with her older brother Byron,
whose date-rape charge completely shattered
everything. But just as she's getting used to the
new normal, Virginia's world turns upside down
again. Sparks with boyfriend Froggy Welsh the
Fourth fade, her best friend Shannon
bombshells bad news, and then the police
arrest Byron. As Virginia struggles to cope, she
meets Sebastian, an artist with his own
baggage. The pair make a pact not to share
their personal dramas. But secrets have a way
of coming out, and theirs have the potential to
ruin everything. In this follow-up to the
acclaimed The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big
Round Things, Carolyn Mackler brings
Virginia's story satisfyingly full circle in a hopefilled tale of forgiveness, love, friendship, and
the beauty in life's imperfections.
365 Ways to Boost Your Brain Power Nov
09 2020 An apple a day doesn't just keep the
doctor away, it can also improve memory. From
eating the right foods to knowing the right
exercises, becoming smarter isn't always about
textbooks and tests. With this practical,
interactive guide, you can amp up your IQ in no
time! Filled with 365 tips and tricks to better
the brain, you'll learn that: Gingko Biloba
increases blood flow to the brain learning a
new language improves brain function classical
music will help your problem-solving abilities
sitting up straight doesn't just elevate your
body, it improves your thinking process taking
a brisk walk builds a better connection between
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brain cells eating at least one cup of
blueberries a day reduces the effects of
Alzheimer's disease or dementia and other
brain boosting facts! This book is all that's
needed for smarter living—starting now.
John P. Slough Apr 14 2021 John Potts
Slough, the Union commander at the Battle of
Glorieta Pass, lived a life of relentless pursuit
for success that entangled him in the turbulent
events of mid-nineteenth-century America. As a
politician, Slough fought abolitionists in the
Ohio legislature and during Kansas Territory’s
fourth and final constitutional convention. He
organized the 1st Colorado Volunteer Infantry
after the Civil War broke out, eventually
leading his men against Confederate forces at
the pivotal engagement at Glorieta Pass. After
the war, as chief justice of the New Mexico
Territorial Supreme Court, he struggled to
reform corrupt courts amid the territory’s
corrosive Reconstruction politics. Slough was
known to possess a volcanic temper and an
easily wounded pride. These traits not only
undermined a promising career but ultimately
led to his death at the hands of an aggrieved
political enemy who gunned him down in a
Santa Fe saloon. Recounting Slough’s timeless
story of rise and fall during America’s most
tumultuous decades, historian Richard L. Miller
brings to life this extraordinary figure.
Love and Other Four-Letter Words Jul 06
2020 With her parents splitting up, 16-year-old
Sammie Davis may not want to feel a thing, but
feelings happen. For starters, she’s plenty
angry. Her dad’s leaving their upstate New
York home and moving clear across the
country. Her mother—well, she’s packing up
and relocating to New York City with Sammie,
who has no say about any of it. Overnight
Sammie is forced to deal with change. And one
change spawns another: Roles get reversed, old
and new friendships tested, and sexual feelings
awakened. It’s a scary time. But as Sammie
realizes that things can’t stay the same forever,
that even the people she loves and trusts the
most can disappoint her, she begins to accept
that change isn’t always bad. It’s how you cope,
jumbled feelings and all, that counts. And as
she copes, Sammie’s sense of self emerges
proud and strong.
Vegan Virgin Valentine Nov 02 2022 "Don’t
miss this." –TEEN PEOPLE Mara Valentine is in
control. She’s a straight-A senior, a vegan, and
her parents’ pride and joy. She’s neck-and-neck
with her womanizing ex-boyfriend for numberone class ranking and plans to kick his
salutatorian butt on her way out the door to
Yale. Mara has her remaining months in
Brockport all planned out, but the plan does not
include having V, her slutty, pot-smoking,
sixteen-year-old niece – yes, niece – come to
live with her family. Nor does it involve lusting
after her boss or dreaming about grilled cheese
sandwiches every night. What does a control
freak like Mara do when things start spinning
wildly out of control? With insight, authenticity,
and a healthy dose of humor, Carolyn Mackler
creates an evolving Type A heroine that every
reader will recognize – and root for.
Nobody's Valentine Sep 19 2021 "Valentine
Alexa Leeper was born in Melbourne on
Valentines Day, 1900, the daughter of
Alexander Leeper (18481934), the brilliant but
argumentative first Warden of Trinity College.
Her long life might seem unremarkable: she
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lived simply in the family's Victorian suburban
home, neither marrying nor travelling overseas,
and was regarded by many as an eccentric, at
times tiresome, blue-stocking. The hoard of
letters Valentine Leeper wrote and received
over nearly a century reveals her, however, as a
remarkable woman. The letters also provide an
intimate view of issues, great and small, of the
turbulent twentieth century, through the eyes
of a clear-minded observer. Valentine publicly
condemned racism and any curtailing of
freedom of speech, and extensively supported
refugees and the rights of Aborigines and
women. Like many women of her time and
background, she was an active member of a
network seeking social justice, but remained
always her own person. At once a staunch
traditionalist, and ahead of her time, she was a
truly liberated woman"--Provided by publisher.
Southern Ghost Jun 04 2020 Annie Darling,
owner of the Death on Demand bookstore, is
shocked to hear talk about her husband, Max,
and a beautiful blonde. By the time she’s faced
down a hostile police chief and bailed Max out
of the Chastain, South Carolina, jail, the lady
has vanished and Max is the prime suspect in
an unspecified crime. The baffling, bloodstained
trail leads straight to the doorstep of Tarrant
House, home of the venerable Southern family
with a violent history dating back to the
Revolution—and ghosts of a far more recent
vintage. Annie and Max find that the dignified
façade of Tarrant House hides a hotbed of
deadly passions as the family turns on itself in a
mayhem of murderous motives and angry
accusations. But in the end Annie must summon
all her sleuthing skills to stop a desperate killer
who is ready to strike again to keep the secrets
that haunt the Tarrants from the light of day. . .
. Praise for Southern Ghost “Tantalizing . . .
keep[s] the reader guessing all the way.”—The
Denver Post “Pleasing . . . chillingly
effective…remarkably satisfying.”—Publishers
Weekly “[Annie and Max] make one of the most
attractive pairs of sleuths since Dashiell
Hammett’s Nick and Nora Charles.”—Chicago
Sun-Times
Catalog of Copyright Entries Dec 23 2021
Catalog of Copyright Entries. New Series Oct
09 2020
The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big Round
Things Sep 07 2020 A Michael L. Printz Honor
Book * An ALA Best Book for Young Adults * A
YALSA Teens' Top Ten Book * An NYPL Book
for the Teen Age Carolyn Mackler's Printz
Honor book--starring the unforgettably funny,
body-conscious Virginia Shreves--returns in this
15th anniversary edition featuring text updates
and never-before-seen material from the
author. Fifteen-year-old Virginia feels like a
plus-sized black sheep in her family, especially
next to her perfect big brother Byron. Not to
mention her best friend has moved, leaving
Virginia to navigate an awkward relationship
with a boy alone. He might like her now . . . but
she has her doubts about how he'll react if he
ever looks under all her layers of clothes. In
order to survive, Virginia decides to follow a
“Fat Girl Code of Conduct,” which works, until
the unthinkable causes her family's façade to
crumble. As her world spins out of orbit, she
realizes that being true to herself might be the
only way back. Told in a perfect blend of humor
and heart, this acclaimed Printz Honor winner
resonates as much today as it did when it first

published, and now features a new author
foreword, text updates, and other bonus
content.
The Washingtons. General Index, A-K Mar
14 2021 Published in two parts, the General
Index of all Washington descendants and their
spouses completes a ten-volume history that
traces the “Presidential Line” of the
Washington family in America. Volume one
began with the immigrant John Washington
who settled in Westmoreland County, Va., in
1657, married Anne Pope, and became the
great-grandfather of President George
Washington. It contained the record of their
descendants for a total of seven generations.
Subsequent volumes two through eight
continued this family history for an additional
eight generations, also highlighting most
notable members (volume two) and tracing
lines of descent from the royalty and nobility of
England and continental Europe (volume
three). Volume nine treated in detail the
recently discovered line of William Wright (died
in Franklin County, Va., ca. 1809). It also
provided briefer accounts of five other
Southern Wright families that have often been
mentioned by researchers as close kinsmen of
George Washington. ADVANCE PRAISE “At
long last the Washingtons have a published
history worthy of their place in history. Glenn
has done a masterful job. . . . I am convinced
that his work will be of wide interest to
historians and academics as well as members of
the Washington family itself. Although the
surname Washington is perhaps the best known
in American history and much has been written
about the Washington family for well over a
century, it is surprising that no comprehensive
family history has been published. Justin M.
Glenn’s The Washingtons: A Family History
finally fills this void for the branch to which
General and President George Washington
belonged, identifying some 63,000 descendants.
This is truly a family history, not a mere
tabulation of names and dates, providing
biographical accounts of many of the
descendants of John Washington who settled in
Westmoreland County, Virginia, in 1657.” —
John Frederick Dorman, editor of The Virginia
Genealogist (1957-2006) and author of
Adventurers of Purse and Person “Decades of
reviewing Civil War books have left me
surprised and delighted when someone applies
exhaustive diligence to a topic not readily
accessible. Dr. Glenn surely meets that
standard with the meticulous research that
unveils the Washington family in gratifying
detail—many of them Confederates of interest
and importance.” — Robert K. Krick, author of
The Smoothbore Volley that Doomed the
Confederacy and Stonewall Jackson at Cedar
Mountain
New York Magazine Jan 30 2020 New York
magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience
the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and
an idea.
Valentine's Day May 28 2022 Discusses the
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history and traditions of Valentine's Day on
February 14th as a celebration of friendship,
affection, sweethearts, and love, and includes
information on how the holiday is celebrated in
various places around the world.
Rostrum Apr 02 2020
Commencement Mar 26 2022
Ancestors and Descendants, William Thomas
Rozell and Almena Hill, Madison County,
Alabama Jan 12 2021
Guyaholic Oct 01 2022 "Mackler’s
unsentimental feel for how kids think and talk,
and how they go about entering the grown-up
world, makes V’s journey engrossing." -- THE
NEW YORK TIMES BOOKS REVIEW Ever since
V’s mom dumped her with her grandparents,
she’s bounced from guy to guy. That is, until a
fateful hockey puck lands her in the lap of Sam
Almond, who is different from the start. But V
makes an irreversible mistake at her graduation
party and risks losing Sam forever, spurring
her on a crosscountry road trip to visit her mom
in hopes of putting two thousand miles between
herself, Sam, and the wreckage of that night.
With humor and compassion, Carolyn Mackler
takes readers on an unforgettable ride of
missed exits, misadventures, and the kind of
epiphanies that come only when you’re on a
route you’ve never taken before.
St. Nicholas Nov 29 2019
The Saint Valentine's Day Murders May 04
2020 "The plotting and the mechanics of the
solution are in the best traditions of the classic
British mystery...Try not to miss this one."
—New York Times Life in a dismal bureaucratic
cul-de-sac is not what Robert Amiss expects
when the British civil service lends him for a
year to the British Conservation Corporation. In
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fact, he finds himself condemned to a non-job in
a backwater, managing disgruntled and
demoralized timeservers who deeply resent
him. Morale is not improved by the arrival of
Melissa, a radical feminist lesbian separatist.
Only Amiss's sense of humour and the joys of
visiting Rachel, his new love in Paris, keep him
sane. The malice, envy and anger that burgeons
among the filing cabinets is first expressed in
pettiness and then in unpleasant practical
jokes. Then it escalates and finally culminates
in callous murder by means of boxes of
poisoned chocolates sent to the bureaucrats'
wives. With the help of Ellis Pooley, a young
detective obsessed with fictional sleuths, Amiss
and his friend, Superintendent Milton, search
for motives in an office where marital discord
and broken dreams might drive anyone to
murder.
General Register Jun 16 2021 Announcements
for the following year included in some vols.
University of Michigan Official Publication May
16 2021
The Descendants of John Christopher
Miller and Hanna Franciska Stratman ...
Feb 22 2022 John Christopher Miller was born
at Werdenhausen, Germany, in 1759. He
married Hanna Franciska Stratman
(1765-1818), daughter of Christian Frederick
Stratman in 1788. They had seven children,
1789-1803, all born at Hofgeismar, Germany.
The family immigrated to the United States in
1805 and settled in Clay Township, Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania. They migrated to
Madison Township, Fairfield County, Ohio, in
1815. He died at Lancaster, Ohio, in 1822.
Descendants lived in Ohio, Illinois, Kansas,
Missouri, and elsewhere.
The Future of Us Jul 30 2022 From Jay Asher,
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the bestselling author of THIRTEEN REASONS
WHY - now a Netflix TV show - and Carolyn
Mackey, comes a story of friendship, destiny,
and finding love. What if you could see how
your life would unfold just be clicking a button?
It’s 1996 and Facebook isn't even invented. Yet
somehow, best friends Emma and Josh have
discovered their profiles, fifteen years in the
future … and they’re not sure they like what
they see. The more Emma and Josh learn about
their future lives, the more obsessed they
become on changing the destiny that awaits
them. But what if focusing on the future, means
that you miss something that’s right in front of
you? ?
Valentine's Day Secret Dec 11 2020 Bess and
George are fighting - and Nancy's caught in the
middle! It's Valentine's Day, but things are not
all hearts and flowers for Nancy! While she and
her best friends, Bess and George, are making
their own stuffed animals at Farmer Fran's
Barnyard Buddies, someone slips a mean
valentine into Bess' animal's pocket. What's
worse than a mean valentine? Bess thinks it
came from George! Now the two are in their
worst fight ever - and Nancy's caught in the
middle! How can she sew Bess and George's
friendship - not to mention the Clue Crew back together?
National Union Catalog Sep 27 2019
Through the Years with the Hudspeths Feb
10 2021
Celebrate Valentine's Day Jan 24 2022
Introduces children to a varied selection of
religious and cultural holidays through
fascinating facts, prayers, songs, recipes, color
photos, and more, and includes backmatter for
parents and teachers.
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